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Abstract

Business simulators are used for decision-making since different scenarios can be evaluated without risk. They are also used in business management education. The main goal of this paper is to introduce SIMBA (SIMulator For Business Administration), a new simulator that serves as a web-based platform for business education, permitting both classroom and distance education. This paper also adds a research aspect in business intelligence because SIMBA can be used as a fieldwork tool for the development and evaluation of intelligent agents. The simulator creates a more complex competitive environment in which intelligent agents play the role of business decision makers.
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1. Introduction

Business simulators cover the design and development of software, processes, and best practices for integrating, warehousing and analyzing business information. Identifying the right area to change is a very important factor in improving the success of an organization. Thus, business simulators are very useful to improve management decision-making processes. These tools help managers understand their business processes and how the modification of these processes impacts the organization. In this way, risk involved in such changes is identified before implementing decisions [22]. Once the risk factors are identified, the business simulator can be used to change desired parameters [41].

Business simulators are also promising tools for teaching and research [14]. Economic simulations emulate real-world problems, so they can be used for business education. A very important business game used in teaching is JA Titan (Junior Achievement Titan) [38]. JA Titan teaches students, in an entertaining way, how to run a global business in a competitive marketplace. The success or failure of an organization depends on how managers take key decisions such as pricing, marketing and capital investment. However, business simulators are not only used for learning and education, they also offer a complex domain where the researchers can investigate different areas. The bibliography describes business simulators as a tool for conducting psychological research [4]. In this case, the business simulator is used to investigate the decision-making process in complex situations [6]. This research process is used to draw conclusions about the human mind and to study its ability to solve apparently chaotic problems. Typical uses of business simulators in research are financial planning (quantifying the impact of the decision-making process), risk management (measuring, managing and determining the right balance between profitability and risks), forecasting (analyzing historical data and using the data obtained by the business simulator to predict the future), business process modeling (establishing the steps in the business process in a simple way), interactive learning (business simulators can be used in teaching economics), and artificial intelligence research (using data mining, evolutionary computation or intelligent agents).

In this study, we would like to mention the contributions of Professor William W. Cooper in the development of different research areas. Professor Cooper has made a large contribution in the field of linear programming, non-linear programming, goal programming, and other different optimization approaches. Furthermore, he has introduced new concepts in management science, economics, and other business-related fields. His research is a clear example of symbiosis among research in different fields, and of how research in one field can contribute to research in others. Application of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to improve the management of congestion in Chinese industries [7], or the application of mathematical programming models in air pollution management [8] are two clear examples of the application of mathematical theory to real problems in different areas.

The main goal of this study is to describe SIMBA, a simulator for both classroom and distance education in Business Administration. The main characteristic of SIMBA is that it emulates business reality using the same variables, relationships and events found in the business world. It can be used competitively, since different companies
compete among themselves to improve their results. It addresses the main functional areas of the companies, and permits different levels of difficulty, depending on the users, which have a high level of interactivity with the simulator. This interaction is performed through the Internet, so that different teaching scenarios can be defined from classical on-site courses to distance education. Finally, SIMBA incorporates the design innovation of including intelligent agents to assume the role of competitors, thus increasing the complexity of the simulated market, and opening the possibility to arrange multiplayer simulations in which only a few human teams engage in an open market competition. This is possible due to the underlying research the designers are conducting in multi-agent systems and automated decision-making.

The remaining structure of this research is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related studies in business simulators and business intelligence. Section 3 shows SIMBA’s business model, describing the basic rationale used to implement it. Section 4 describes the main characteristics of SIMBA which make it very useful for students and teachers. Section 5 describes SIMBA as a platform for the study and integration of multi-agent systems in Educational Business Simulators. Finally, Section 6 describes the main conclusion, along with future research tasks.

2. Related works

This section provides an overview of the state of the art in research in business simulators, both as an educational and a research tool, considering different perspectives. Special emphasis is made, on the one hand, on teaching methodologies and the role simulators can play in the learning processes, and, on the other hand, the advanced technologies involved in the design of business simulators, such as business intelligence, and multi-agent systems. This analysis is summarized in Table 1.

2.1. Business simulators survey

Simulation games have their background in board games, dating back to China around 3000 B.C., Go, Weiqi and Igo, and were followed closely by the Business Management Game, developed by McKinsey and Company, Green and Andlinger [2]; Schreiber’s Management Decision Game, the first to be used in the classroom, and the Top Management Decision Game, used in the University of Washington in 1957. The evolution in the use, number and type of management simulators has been reviewed in different studies [9,11,17,19]. Of course, advances in IT (information technology) have improved gaming technology, providing a faster response, improved usability and accessibility.

Educational outcomes highlight the success of these software products. Business simulation improves the transfer speed from theory to practice, with reduced cost and savings in training time [12,28]. It represents a change in mental models, making faster changing connections between the perceptions of decisions and actions, having quantitatively shown its effectiveness in attaining a change in mental processes involved in decisions [19,31,36]. As a result, improvement in capabilities, competences, skills and qualities, is well reported. The results are clear in management improvement of organizational contingencies, creativity, assessment criteria, interaction and discussion, and knowledge acquisition, [26,40]. Some controversy exists as to what types of simulators improve knowledge. On the one hand, there is a problem on the interrelationship among company’s functional areas, organizational contingencies, company as an open socio-technical system, flow or stock variables and feedback, non-linear relations, qualitative information, structure-results [13], because simulators address only one functional area or problem of the company. The proposition of an integrated focus, the Systems Dynamics Approach, helps solve these problems [10,30]. With the emergence of the Dynamic Decision-Making in Systems Dynamics, simulators integrate this complexity, considering that decision makers do not have consistent and persistent goal structures, they are not using complex algorithms or calculating the optimal solution (there are no optimal solutions in the economy), nor are they trying to get all information to support decision-making; not all decisions are rational, and non-linear quantitative processes are not developed [15,32].

On the other hand, these aspects have arisen in discussions about the type of business game simulator to use: “black box” models or “transparent information” models. The black box model is justified by the arguments stated above: decision makers do not use all the information, they do not make calculations, nor do they solve complex problems and are not entirely rational. Business games with transparent information, white box or transparent box, offer the user a tool of causal diagrams and provide the methodology for making calculations, but have the disadvantage that they can only use equations and simple relationships since complex relationships and mathematical models would not be understandable for the user [18,10,29].

2.2. Business simulators and business intelligence

The origin of business intelligence (BI) can be traced back to the first data processing applications [25]. Currently, business organizations are moving towards decision-making processes that are based on information. BI represents technologies and methods for following the best strategy in the marketplace [24]. AI includes several technologies that may be very useful in improving BI, such as intelligent agents, data mining and automatic decision-making.

Software agents are often used in BI. The interaction can be in the form of message passing, negotiating or changes in the environment [3]. Multi-agent systems (MAS) show great potential for advancing BI and solving complex problems in a changing environment. In the paper [3], the authors build a model proposing three fields in order to use an MAS combined with BI. These fields are: intelligence data acquisition, intelligent modeling and intelligent information brokerage. The agent approach is widely applied to business problems and decision support systems [5,23]. The paper [33] studies how two groups of agents handle business complexity related to power trading in the US. The proposed approach can estimate fluctuations of electricity prices as well as other methods such as neural networks and genetic algorithms. Two adaptive models were prepared. One group consists of adaptive agents who were equipped with multiple learning capabilities and an exponential utility function. The other group consists of adaptive agents who were equipped with limited learning capabilities. A real application of these ideas can be found in [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Key topics and references in business simulators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General business simulators</td>
<td>Surveys on business simulators: [2,9,11,17,19,39,40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business simulators in education</td>
<td>Business simulators: [27,1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business simulators in education</td>
<td>Pedagogical advantages of the use of business simulators: [12,26,28,31,40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business simulators in education</td>
<td>Definition of the simulator model: [13,30,32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agent systems in business intelligence</td>
<td>Black-box models versus transparent models: [18,29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agent systems in business intelligence</td>
<td>Business intelligence: [24,25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agent systems in business intelligence</td>
<td>Multi-agent systems and business intelligence: [15,23,31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agent systems in business intelligence</td>
<td>Multi-agent Systems in business simulators: [34,35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-agent systems in business intelligence</td>
<td>Autonomous decision-making in business simulators: [20,21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where the authors propose the use of a multi-agent intelligent simulator to numerically examine several reasons to explain why the electricity crisis happened between May 2000 and January 2001 in California. This simulator explains the price fluctuation of wholesale electricity during the crisis with high accuracy. In [35], following the same line of investigation, the authors describe an application software for analyzing and understanding a dynamic price change in the US wholesale power market.

Some business simulator games use a mixture of human and machine learning agents [20]. The learning agents can use a typical genetic-based learning classifier system, XCS (eXtended learning Classifier System) [1]. In that study, the authors developed four kinds of agents as alternatives to human players. They implemented a random agent that makes its decision using uniform random numbers; a reactive agent whose decisions are based on the values of several variables; agents that imitate human behavior using the log information obtained in an interaction between the simulator and a human; a learning agent that uses a reinforcement learning approach to acquire action policies. Reinforcement learning (RL) allows decision-making agents to learn from the reward obtained from executed actions and, in this way, to find an optimal behavior policy. In stochastic business games, the players take actions in order to maximize their benefits. While the game evolves, the players learn more about the best strategy to follow. With this, RL can be used to improve the behavior of the players in a stochastic business game [21]. In Section 6 we will show an application of RL to acquire business policies which are able to take autonomous decisions.

As a conclusion, we can say that there is an open field for the development of business simulators merging conventional business management decision-making frameworks together with the technologies from the fields of Business Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence. In the previous studies, there is no evidence of such convergence in a web-based simulation platform for business education. This justifies the design effort of the tool presented in this paper. The next sections are dedicated to describe the functional and pedagogical characteristics of the new simulator, with special emphasis in the improvement of the teaching function via IT infrastructures.

3. SIMBA: a simulator for business administration

SIMBA (SIMulation in Business Administration) was developed by following all the requirements stated in the previous sections. It is the work of a spin-off company from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid in collaboration with Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. SIMBA is a web-based computer program that simulates the performance of a series of markets. This program, the result of over 20 years of experience in business simulation both in university education and executive training, emulates business reality using the same variables, relationships and events present in the business world. The purpose is to provide the users with an integrated vision of the company, using the same basic rules, relationships and market dynamics present in business management, simplifying complexity and highlighting the content and principles providing higher pedagogical value.

3.1. Main characteristics of SIMBA

SIMBA has a number of features that are worth highlighting. First, it is a competition simulator, where a team of participants can compete either against other companies automatically managed by the Simulator by means of intelligent agents, or have multiple teams of participants competing among themselves. It is also multifunctional because it addresses the main functional areas of the company. It is interactive because it allows the participant to communicate both with the Simulator and with other participants in the simulation. It is very versatile because it provides different levels of difficulty, adapting to the participants’ knowledge of business administration.

There is no limit to the number of users. It allows the diversification of products, markets, customer segments and technologies. Since it is a web-based system, the users can access it directly from any computer connected to the Internet, thus eliminating the need for the application to be installed in a local IT environment. Moreover, it can run on any platform or operating system. Therefore, it can be used anywhere and on any device allowing access to the web [16]. Furthermore, SIMBA can be customized to most institutional and training settings, using several languages and dialects, currencies and socioeconomic environments upon demand. Additional features include the availability of a wide number of graphics and data sheets on the main indicators to follow up both the companies and the market, the edition of markets, economic and company events which may alter market dynamics and a ranking and evaluation module to objectively assess the team’s management performance. All these characteristics portray a unique tool to create an effective immersion-learning environment to achieve educational objectives.

3.2. Architecture of SIMBA

Fig. 1 gives a general perspective of SIMBA’s structure, showing the different operating modules from the user’s viewpoint. It consists of sets of specialized subsystems designed to provide high standards of versatility and usability, both for the participant and the administrator of the simulation. We only describe the modules whose functionalities are somewhat singular. The Users’ Module permits the system’s administrator to define user profiles to satisfy the needs of the institutions which will use the simulator. This module allows the creation of customers, administrators, instructors or assistants and participants. SIMBA also provides the functionality to be run automatically responding to certain predefined specifications and does not need the involvement of an administrator. Instructor and assistant profiles can be designed to work with large teaching groups—such as a competition at international level—and to adapt to the academic regulations found in higher education.

The Customization Module covers a range of functions aimed at creating products, geographic and economic environments, the initial situations of the companies, news for the market newsletter, together with the selection of the currency and the language of the competition. All this information allows for the generation of simulations tailor-made to the participants’ needs. This module provides a very interesting and innovative adaptive capability and is the keystone for exploiting SIMBA’s potential.

The Planning Module enables the instructor to organize and define the characteristics of each simulation. It creates teams by assigning participants, determining the number of decisions to be taken and their scheduling, defining the number of markets and the number of companies in each market and assigning teams to companies. Later, the module must define how the markets will be structured in terms of currency, language, product, and economic and environmental parameters. The Knowledge Module is aimed to provide on-line support and tutoring to participants.

The Simulation Process consists of four highly specialized modules which configure the competition dynamics that the users actually look for when participating in a simulation. Each of them performs a specific task, requiring either a set of reports, system functionalities or management techniques and methods interwoven in a decision-making itinerary which constitutes the essence of management. This process starts with the Reporting Module, which generates all the information that the team needs about its company, its competitors and the competition’s environment.

In the Analysis and Diagnosis Modules, the team’s participants apply their management and negotiation skills, decision-making style, analysis technology, etc. to diagnose their company’s competitive position, define strategic and operational goals. Finally, it makes the appropriate decisions by using the interface SIMBA in the Decision Making...
Module, including outsourcing negotiations. These two modules shape the core scenario in which participants play their roles as decision makers. They make use of approximately twenty-five variables per market, organized in functional areas, a figure which can be expanded if companies engage in outsourcing negotiations. The average estimated decision-making time is 2 hours per market.

The Arbitrage Module is aimed at controlling the competition’s dynamic and the interaction among teams and instructors. It is run every time a decision-making period ends, according to the scheduled calendar, verifying that all teams have taken their decisions. This module also allows the instructor to select news and incidents, some of which can be created in the Customization Module, which may alter the market dynamic, thus adapting the Simulator to the skills and abilities of the participants. This information is also published in the Simulation’s Newsletter.

Then the “time machine” or the market arbitration is run. By doing this, the program integrates the previous period’s situation, the teams’ decisions, and the parameters of the general economic environment together with those of each geographic market, and starts the Simulator’s engine to generate output information for the new period. This process will be described in detail in a later point. This process is carried out for all the companies in one market, and then for all the markets run in a competition with SIMBA. Once this is finished, the results will be available for the participants to start a new decision cycle until the end of the competition, which leads to the use of the Ranking and Evaluation Module.

As a conclusion, SIMBA offers a rank of the participating teams in each simulation. To perform this assessment, it uses a multi-criteria procedure in which the behavior of a series of indicators (mainly economic, commercial, financial, and management magnitudes) is analyzed. SIMBA allows the instructor to give a weighting to each of them, depending on the importance he/she wants to give to each indicator. Moreover, when there are multiple markets in a simulation, a more complex evaluation procedure can be applied. SIMBA provides a consolidated ranking, or scoring, a “synthetic index” of the business units the teams manage during the competition. This index is calculated by consolidating the positioning of each strategic unit (products, markets, customers or alternative technologies) in each of the following criteria: positioning by business size weighted according to key economic, financial and management indicators; positioning according to criteria such as diversification and risk of their business portfolio; and positioning according to the market value and the life cycle of the industry. The three criteria are consolidated in a single weighted ranking and the results and details of the ranking are available to the teams as needed, depending on the instructor’s criterion. The weights can be changed according to the instructor’s criterion:

\[
\text{Ranking} = 0.2 \times \text{puntROI} + 0.15 \times \text{puntROE} + 0.1 \times \text{puntProductivity} \\
+ 0.1 \times \text{puntProdCost} + 0.1 \times \text{puntMktShare} \\
+ 0.1 \times \text{puntDebt} + 0.25 \times \text{puntMktValue}.
\]

This procedure provides an opportunity for the instructor to open a group discussion about the management and market behavior of the different teams, bringing out successes and failures, errors and achievements, together with the competitive dynamics that are worth discussing. Finally, a winner and a loser can be identified. This makes the Ranking Module a very useful and distinctive tool for educational purposes.

3.3. The Market Arbitrage Process

At the end of every decision-making period, what SIMBA creators call the “time machine” takes place. This is a procedure which triggers economic environmental events, market dynamics and administrative procedures to generate a new market situation, which indicates the beginning of a new decision-making period. This process is launched
Consistency or volatility of decisions in R&D and marketing policy also account for the quality level assigned to each company, since management policies should be coherent over time. This testing is carried out by means of a set of logic rules embedded in the Quality Process.

This step gives place to the allocation of Potential Demand to each company in the market, or a definitive measure of their marketing strategy success. This is done by comparing the marketing decisions of each company with those of others in the same market segment by means of an attraction index handling twenty-three variables and twenty-one parameters. A general expression of this function is as follows:

\[
\text{Company Potential Demand}(t) = f(\text{company}(\text{ppricevariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{ppublicityvariations}(t, t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{ptrainingvariations}(t, t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{psalesforcesvariation}(t, t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{Salesforcevariations}(t, t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{trainingvariations}(t, t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{competitors}(\text{ppricevariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{ppublicityvariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{ptrainingvariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{psalesforcesvariation}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{Salesforcevariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3), \\
\text{trainingvariations}(t - 1, t - 2, t - 3))))
\]

These calculations provide the market with demand figures for each company which will be set against the companies' real capability to respond. This is carried out in the company's Sales Module, where the basic process is the comparison of the company's market demand with actual finished goods inventory. If demand exceeds inventories, then the difference would be allocated to other competitors with available stock and similar market positioning. This demand readjustment process is carried out with a logical iterative algorithm involving fifteen variables.

This step completes the Market Arbitrage Process and opens the procedure to generate Internal Information regarding the other areas of the company and culminates with the report generation process involving both internal and external information (production, human resources, financial statements, market information, stock market, etc.).

4. SIMBA for business education

The evolution of information technology and communications, together with the new demands of higher education models (adaptation to different user profiles, distance learning, etc.) justify the development of new training tools, as is the case of SIMBA. Focusing more specifically on the pedagogical advantages of business simulators, we must highlight “immersion learning” as a feature of this methodology. This means that students use techniques and concepts acquired during their training, and are required to analyze, make decisions and evaluate
results, thus obtaining practical experience and strengthened knowledge. This feature is enhanced by the possibility to choose specific intelligent agents to act as competitors, thus adapting market and competitors’ behavior to the characteristics of the student group.

So far, SIMBA has been used in business schools and training programs in which business administration is either a core or complementary content. In these contexts SIMBA has played two alternative roles. On the one hand, it has been an integrating activity for the participants—a “neutral” business environment in which they interact, get to know each other, and play different professional roles—and, on the other hand, it is a tool to relate concepts and put into practice the knowledge and techniques provided in other subjects.

In addition, there are many other benefits derived from using simulators in business education. Some of them are related to technical learning objectives, while others deal with the development of capacities and competencies highly valued in modern education systems and business settings.

To contrast the pedagogical outcomes, goals and advantages of SIMBA, a survey has been conducted with students of four different programs of undergraduate, graduate and executive education aimed at providing a complete field test, as a sample of the kind of participants the simulator is to focus on. Seventy-one respondents answered the questionnaire, thus obtaining practical experience and strengthened knowledge. This feature is enhanced by the possibility to choose specific intelligent agents to act as competitors, thus adapting market and competitors’ behavior to the characteristics of the student group.

In any case, the statistical results obtained show high means, low standard deviations and low standard errors. Statistically non-consistent results requiring further analysis are related to several issues approached in the study:

- Competences derived from IT use: the results are consistent with the good usability of SIMBA, and the IT previous level of the participants in the business simulation.
- Personal competences: it seems to be complicated for participants to establish, set or prioritize aspects and competences derived from the multicultural and multidisciplinary, criticism and self-criticism, and ethics at work aspects of SIMBA. Given the international and multicultural usage scope of the simulator, its creators and researchers must find new ways to measure such items.
- High perception in the overall evaluation of SIMBA: results for this question are higher than the mean of the other items. This finding is consistent with the originality, fun, and immersion learning results associated with business games, not only SIMBA.

Finally, the main contributions of SIMBA in education are summarized in Table 3. All these advantages indicate that the business simulator SIMBA stands out as a powerful training tool, since it meets many of the demands set by best practice in education.

### Table 2
Survey results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic competencies</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>0.1302</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental competences</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.1271</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal competences</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.1318</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic competences</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.1316</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific competences</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.1303</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with SIMBA</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.1324</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.1424</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator attractiveness</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.1184</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation to business reality</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.1013</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General evaluation</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>0.1013</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
Contributions of SIMBA in education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributions of SIMBA in education</th>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>Development of work abilities and skills</th>
<th>Teaching function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplement theoretical training provided by conventional methods, strengthen the knowledge acquired.</td>
<td>Develop management skills.</td>
<td>Enables the professor to follow up students’ involvement by checking connection time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquire experience in decision-making practice without taking the risks of learning in real business situations.</td>
<td>Develop negotiation abilities.</td>
<td>Can be translated into several languages fostering the integration of foreign students, or even organizing international competitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-confident handling of concepts and management techniques used in decision-making processes.</td>
<td>Time management.</td>
<td>Allows the professor to plan very structured course content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyze the “cause–effect” relationship of decisions, that is, the market and business consequences of the actions taken by the participants.</td>
<td>Develop workgroup and even intercultural and interdisciplinary abilities.</td>
<td>Provides an efficient and objective evaluation system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understand the relationship between the various activities and functional areas of the company.</td>
<td>Promote the use of the computer as a prime management work tool.</td>
<td>Bridges the lack of “hands on training found in many educational programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity to learn from errors as a means of reinforcing learning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Simulator attractiveness: five questions related to learning motivation, team-work experience, entertainment quality, and contribution to learning business dynamic.
- Adaptation to business reality: five questions about interactive learning, perception of general reality of markets and business, cause–effect relationships in decision-making, market strategy and environment evolution, and competence behavior reality.
- Overall evaluation: just one question summarizes the participant’s perception of working with SIMBA.
5. SIMBA as a framework for business and artificial intelligence research

A very important issue of SIMBA architecture is that humans can interact with autonomous agents. This section describes how SIMBA can be used for research in the application of AI, specifically multi-agent systems, to the area of business administration, which may provide us in the future with new methodologies for intelligent business and decision support systems. This means that SIMBA can include several autonomous agents to play the role of competing teams, and, based on the research on decision-making patterns of human teams, further research is made to improve the complexity and effectiveness of such intelligent agents.

The architecture of SIMBA enables us to use different players, including both software agents and human players. The different players participate in a simulation in a step by step round mode. In every step, the player (software or human) receives the current state of the environment and the player chooses the best decisions to make. Then the round proceeds. In this case, our architecture is based in a multi-agent system (MAS). Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the business simulator from a MAS perspective.

We have developed the Simulation Control (SC) and the agents using Java and secure sockets. The main components of the system are:

- Simulation server: it receives the decisions of the software or human players following SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). In addition, once all decisions are taken for the current round, the Simulation Engine computes the values of variables in the marketplace for every player. Finally, the Simulation Server sends the results computed to each player. The player (software or human) uses these results to make the best decisions in the next round of the simulation.
- Simulation control: it manages the software agents and their decisions. The simulation control receives the decisions taken by the software agents and sends them to the simulation engine. The simulation engine computes the results for every software agent and sends the results to the simulation control. The simulation control sends the results to the corresponding software agent.
- Software agent: it represents an alternative to human players. In every step, the software agents receive the results computed for the simulation engine. The software agents use this information to take the decisions for the next round of the simulation.

We have developed three kinds of software agents as alternatives to human players. All the actions that these agents can perform are constrained by the semantic of the business model, so that we assume that the agents only take “in range” decisions.

- Random agent: it chooses the best decisions to make using uniform random numbers. We use this agent to explore the action space.
- Hand-coded agent: it sets decision variables increasing their values using the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Its behavior is more intelligent than that of the random agents.
- Reinforcement learning (RL) agent: it uses the current state of the environment, action and rewards information for choosing the best decisions to make in every decision period.

Reinforcement learning is widely used in multi-agent systems in order to improve the behavior of the agents [1]. Among many different reinforcement learning algorithms, Q-learning [36,37] has been widely used. Q-learning is based on learning an action–value function, \(Q(s,a)\), that gives a utility measure of executing an action (or decision), \(a\), from a situation or state, \(s\). The update of such a function is performed following Eq. (1), where \(\alpha\) is a learning parameter, and \(\gamma\) is a discount factor that reduces the relevance of future decisions. The Q-learning update function becomes as follows:

\[
Q(s_t, a_t) \leftarrow Q(s_t, a_t) + \alpha [r_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1}, a) - Q(s_t, a_t)].
\] (1)

Except in very small environments, it is impossible to enumerate the state and action space, and the Q function cannot be stored in a single table. The problem of learning in large spaces is addressed as generalization techniques. We skip the details of the learning process, since they are out of the scope of this manuscript. We compare the behavior of a reinforcement learning agent with the behavior of a hand-coded and random agent. In the evaluation, each of the agents plays against five hand-coded agents that manage companies 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. We perform simulations with 20 rounds or simulation periods. Fig. 4 shows these results.

Fig. 4 shows that random decisions make an agent decrease its performance. Both the hand-coded agent and the reinforcement learning agents are able to increase their profits, although the reinforcement learning agent obtains much better results from the early periods. The reinforcement learning agent obtains a mean value for the result of the exercise of 5,973,019.70 €. The hand-coded agent obtains a result of 2,460,728.6 € and the random agent obtains a mean value of –2,041,121.82 €. These results show how the application of reinforcement learning can be useful for obtaining...
new behaviors that can outperform previous ones, and that SIMBA offers a multi-agent benchmark domain for the study, development and comparison of different reinforcement learning approaches, as well as other methods for autonomous decision-making.

6. Conclusion

This paper introduced SIMBA, a web-based business simulator, and describes its logical model, software architecture and main functionalities. We have found that SIMBA can be successfully used both for teaching and business practice.

From the perspective of training in Business Administration, we have shown that SIMBA offers several key advantages over traditional business teaching in different pedagogical areas, such as learning objectives, the development of work skills and the teaching function. SIMBA provides a level of complexity broad enough to have the students apply a scientific approach in their decision-making processes, encouraging them to use multiple methodologies both in the field of General Management and in the area of Management Science, especially Mathematical Programming and Simulation. SIMBA stands out as a powerful training tool, since it meets many of the demands set by best practice in education. Moreover, its playful and competitive qualities provide a high degree of satisfaction and involvement, both for the student and the professor. “Learning by playing” is the golden rule that guarantees success.

In contrast, the main challenges associated with the use of business simulators are the high development cost and the need for an effective training methodology to exploit their potential. Besides, it is necessary to train instructors in both the tool and the teaching methodology. It requires a minimum technological infrastructure and the activity becomes an intensive teaching experience when its use is complemented by mentoring support to participants. Even though the above-mentioned benefits have made simulators an innovative educational tool, the needs perceived in the educational market at all levels, and the continuous technological development and innovation in this type of tool, suggest new development trends:

- Implement artificial intelligence algorithms to improve the tool and, gradually, its behavior. We have shown that SIMBA architecture facilitates the use of the simulator to study different AI technologies. This is aimed, in short, at emulating users’ behavior in the decision-making process, feeding this information back to the tool, thus making it more sensitive to participants’ decision-making styles.
- Access the descriptions and formulations of the different variables, concepts, and logical rules via hypertext techniques, linking information generated by the Simulator with the conceptual underpinnings and scientific foundation in the Training Module.
- Develop the Knowledge Module into a more sophisticated tool, allowing, on the one hand, the participant to perform a self-assessment of what they have learned, and, on the other, the instructor to track the participants’ learning progress.
- Apply videogame technology to obtain more realism in the simulator’s business environment.

Thus, there is wide scope for continuing work in the fields of content design and technical improvement.
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